PSCI SPRING '23 COURSES

American Politics
PSCI 201  Power, Politics & Democracy in America LEC
PSCI 214  Racial and Ethnic Politics in America LEC
PSCI 215  Race and Inequality in the American City SEM
PSCI 217  American Constitutionalism II: Rights and Liberties
PSCI 291  American Political Events TUT
PSCI 315  Parties in American Politics SEM

International Relations
PSCI 202  An Introduction to International Relations LEC
PSCI 222  International Relations in the Cyber Age LEC
PSCI 225  International Security LEC
PSCI 229  Global Political Economy LEC
PSCI 380  Sex Marriage Family SEM

Political Theory
PSCI 203  Introduction to Political Theory SEM
PSCI 234  Freedom
PSCI 337  Visual Politics SEM
PSCI 334  Theorizing Global Justice LEC

Comparative Politics
PSCI 204  Intro: Comparative Politics LEC
PSCI 266  The United States and Latin America LEC
PSCI 281  Contemporary African Politics SEM
PSCI 289  The Welfare State in Comparative Perspective SEM
PSCI 344  Palestinian Nationalism SEM
PSCI 351  The New Left and Neoliberalism in Latin America LEC
PSCI 367  Decolonizing International Relations SEM
PSCI 402  Political Economy of Public Policy
PSCI 494  Sr. Thesis: Political Thesis Honors TUT